wed - libs

meeting the future in - laws

would finally be meeting ________ parents and he hers.

brides name    groom's name (s)

they asked their parents to meet them at ________, because it is

their favorite and it's not too ________. it's known for ________

adjective    adjective

food and ________ wine so even if the conversation turned ________

adjective    adjective

ye could change the ________ to the fare. she was so ________.

noun    adjective

she bought a new ________ and even had her ________ painted to

noun    noun (s)

match. he was so nervous he had his teeth ________ and got a

______ too. she had to have a new pair of ________, of course, and a

noun    noun (s)

new ________ he even washed his ________, just in case they saw it.

noun    noun

when ________ parents arrived and ________ extended his

brides name (s)    groom's name

______, her father ________ pulled him in for a ________ instead.

body part    adverb    noun

then his parents arrived, bearing ________ for both ________ and

noun (s)    brides name

her parents. the ________ at the table was so ________ and

noun    adjective

that both ________ and ________ knew they were

adjective (ing)    brides name    groom's name

off to a ________ start!

adjective

would finally be meeting ________ parents and he hers.

brides name    groom's name (s)

they asked their parents to meet them at ________, because it is

their favorite and it's not too ________. it's known for ________

adjective    adjective

food and ________ wine so even if the conversation turned ________

adjective    adjective

ye could change the ________ to the fare. she was so ________.

noun    adjective

she bought a new ________ and even had her ________ painted to

noun    noun (s)

match. he was so nervous he had his teeth ________ and got a

______ too. she had to have a new pair of ________, of course, and a

noun    noun (s)

new ________ he even washed his ________, just in case they saw it.

noun    noun

when ________ parents arrived and ________ extended his

brides name (s)    groom's name

______, her father ________ pulled him in for a ________ instead.

body part    adverb    noun

then his parents arrived, bearing ________ for both ________ and

noun (s)    brides name

her parents. the ________ at the table was so ________ and

noun    adjective

that both ________ and ________ knew they were

adjective (ing)    brides name    groom's name

off to a ________ start!
## Abridged Instructions

1. **Brides Name:**
2. **Grooms Name(s):**
3. **Restaurants:**
4. **Adjectives:**
5. **Nouns:**
6. **Body Parts:**
7. **Verbs:**
8. **Past Tense Verbs:**

### Adjectives
- Describes something or somebody. Short, messy, soft, ugly, fat and dumb are all adjectives.
- Tells how something is done. Usually ends in 'ly'. Carefully, stupidly, happily, greedily, and modestly are all adverbs.

### Nouns
- Is a person, place or thing.

### Verbs
- An action word. Run, pitch, jump, hike. Verbs (ed) are past tense verbs like ran, pitched jumped, and hiked. Verbs (ing) means the word needs to end in (ing) like swimming, jumping, eating, and running.